
 

Overthrowing the Divine Creator 
Since the very beginning, human beings witnessed the mystique nature, and 

their astonishment made them wonder and question the existence of a divine 

creator.  The earth seemed as if a wise architect had designed it keeping in mind 

the need of every organism on earth. There were things that could not be 

explained, and as time passed, people begin to seek answers for these 

bewildering and perplexing  things. Science gave new perspectives and ideas to 

the world, but most still chose to believe in that supreme being. People had 

faith and it let them survive the most difficult times, it gave them hope. 

Religions are ultimately based on the gods they worship and each of it has its 

own legacy, even history has contributed a great deal. People beheld 

inexplicable happenings and named them miracles. Mankind had faith then and 

shall have now and always.   

Homo sapiens certainly have been predominating the Earth since long, but it 

doesn’t change the fact that human beings and the other organisms are 

interdependent upon each other and neither of them owns the earth. Our 

dynamic mutual relationship with other life forms is transforming drastically 

into dictatorship, over the past decades we have been replacing nature’s 

endeavours with spurious and artificial work of automatons.  This development 

happening in the world every second is both propitious and devastating at the 

same time. Moreover, we have been inventing things to make our lives easier 

but now at some point we need to stop, human beings are supressing their 

physical abilities and vigour which certainly affects their own life expectancy.  

There was a time when untainted air dominated the atmosphere and when 

people were grateful to the enrapturing nature, for they had seen much of it. 

Towns were like a family, kindred and civil. People led a heuristic lifestyle, they 

actually beheld and directly experienced what we see today through 

technology. Things like trains and motorcycles had a great significance and 

were a part of the utmost luxuries, which are now considered substandard. 

Development and technology have come a long way from these days. Morden 

perception is that those days are much older and that the people were 

distressed without the facilities we relish nowadays. Well, these seemingly 

bygone days are just decades ago and people actually cherished that time. 

Simply enough, these days are considered old because the world developed at 

a faster pace. 

 



 

Some people have always felt a need for the world to be changed, civilised and 

modernised. Industrialisation, development in science and technology and 

many more such factors have indeed transformed the world. We studied our 

pasts through literature and history, and even entertainment factors like music 

and dance. Science has given answers to many unresolved mysteries and 

myths. As in technology, the invention of the internet has made a substantial 

change and has an immense role in our lives. A variety of transports have given 

mankind a huge relief, introduction of artificial intelligence has provided with 

opportunities but has its own drawbacks . Fields like artificial technology itself, 

has accelerated and now have reached a level which is convenient and needs 

no further improvements or advances. 

There has been much controversy about the complications that the excess 

modification and establishment of these things could bring in the balance in 

nature. The thing we need to ponder upon is,  why do we feel the need to 

enhance technologies that are rather satisfying and trouble-free as the way 

they are, even though we are aware of the devastation it might cause.  Many 

life forms  have become extinct owing to some selfish human behaviour and 

now with the advent of some fatal diseases, mankind is  getting a taste of its 

own medicine. Uncontrolled Construction, excess mining, haphazard setting up 

of mobile and internet towers, population explosion, burning fossil fuels, 

decline of natural resources, global warming, the advent of powerful new 

technology, war etc is indeed the beginning of brutal and drastic transition of 

the world.   

However now as the world is being dominated by our artificial inventions more 

than Nature and innate originalities, we shall contemplate if the next 

generations will be able to encounter the inexplicable and experience innate 

divinity whilst cherishing the reality of nature, and wonder who made these 

reasons of profound happiness. But with the advent of such new and disastrous 

technologies that are unnaturalizing our lives, chances are perhaps, the next 

generations might believe that the source and creator of everything today is the 

human itself, for all that would be left for them to see would be the artificial 

creations of human.                
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